
 The nights are beginning to cool and the chill of the mornings is tending to linger longer into noon, the 

trees are just beginning to show signs of turning color.  Fall arrives a lot later here in California than other parts of 

the country, while many have already seen the tree leafs fall we won’t really see that until mid or late October.  One 

of the real signs here in our valley is the haze that descends on us each afternoon from the many harvests that are 

taking place all around us.  The highways are full of one truck after another loaded heavily with the just picked 

tomatoes; the wine grape harvest came on early this year, so each day you find yourself navigating lines of 

harvesters on the roadways as they make the trek from one vineyard to the other.  Rice harvesters will kick in here 

within the next couple of weeks and the pumpkin patches that are actually acres of pumpkins are about ready to 

make their way to markets and roadside stands for the goblins to snatch up. 

 Autumn really is actually my second favorite time of year, as I truly love the heat of our summers and the 

long days of light that allow for so much to get done.  I used to believe that the fall one the busiest season for us here 

at JDA, but anymore I’m not sure what season were any slower than another.  Things have really heated up though 

as we’ve pushed to get this great issue into your hands and have the Prime Time in Sunshine sale catalog to you in 

plenty of time before the sale.  From the amount of calls requesting catalogs and interest in the convention, our time 

in Florida looks to be remarkable.  I know that I look forward to seeing old friends and making new as the days of 

the 2015 American Wagyu Association Conference unfold. 
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